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Multiple Constrained MPC Design for Automotive
Dry Clutch Engagement

Mario Pisaturo, Maurizio Cirrincione, Senior Member, IEEE, and Adolfo Senatore

Abstract—In this paper, a multiple model predictive controller
(MPC) is proposed for the management of passenger car start up
through dry clutch in automated manual transmission. Based on
a high-order dynamic model of powertrain system, the feedback
controllers are designed by using the crankshaft angular speed and
the clutch disk angular speed as measured variables. Moreover, the
MPC is developed to comply with constrains both on the input and
on the output. The aim of the controller is to ensure a comfortable
lockup and to avoid the stall of the engine as well as to reduce the
engagement time. Numerical results show the good performance
of the MPC with constrains in overcoming critical operating con-
ditions. Comparisons with similar state-of-the-art works are also
shown.

Index Terms—Automated manual transmissions (AMTs), dry
clutch transmissibility, high-order model, predictive control with
constraints.

I. INTRODUCTION

THE growing demand for automated manual transmission
(AMT) in modern vehicles has led to a rapid develop-

ment of models and algorithms for position or force control of
electrohydraulic-actuated clutches.

In AMTs, the gearshift phases are managed by an actuator
driven by the transmission control unit (TCU), whose control
scheme is therefore of utmost importance for obtaining high
performance characteristics, as reduction of fuel consumption
and pollutant emissions, lower gearshift time, decrease of fac-
ing wear, and increase of comfort. Conversely, a “bad” control
scheme could result in a poor engagement with consequent loss
of all the advantages obtainable with an AMT.

Several models of control strategies for dry clutches in AMTs
have been recently proposed in the literature in order to at-
tain these targets on clutch engagement. In [1], classical con-
trol is proposed to analyze the behavior and the impact of the
electrohydraulic-actuated gearbox and of the dry clutch electro-
hydraulic actuator of AMT on the drivetrain during gearshifts.
Optimal control approach by introducing weighting factors
for the slipping speed and control inputs to analyze clutch
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engagement has been developed in [2]. The combination of
optimal control and an open-loop lookup table aiming to reduce
the slipping time and assuring the engagement comfort has been
introduced in [3]. A model predictive controller (MPC) method
for dry clutch engagement problem has been analyzed in [4]. In
particular, the associated feedforward optimization problem is
solved offline by multiparametric Quadratic Program in order
to avoid the online solution of a Quadratic Problem. Once the
multiparametric problem is solved, the MPC is available ex-
plicitly. Unified MPC strategy for idle-speed, vehicle start-up,
and gearing for AMT has been carried out in [5]. The origi-
nally constrained problem is transformed into a parameterized
unconstrained quadratic problem in order to yield a real-time
implementation. Decoupled PI controllers for the engine and
clutch speed are proposed to analyze gearshifts in AMT [6]. It
is based on the assumption that the desired speeds are known. In
[7], robust control is used with uncertain parameters and an un-
certain controller gain in order to reflect the uncertainty at vehi-
cle launch. Different robust control approach with DK-iteration
procedure, combining H∞ controller synthesis and μ-analysis
is adopted to actively damp judder in a clutch system has been
introduced in [8]. However, effective AMTs controllers are dif-
ficult to be designed without having a physical model of the
clutch-torque transmissibility characteristic [9].

In this paper, the MPC approach is developed because of its
numerous advantages over the conventional control algorithms.
Indeed, it handles multivariable control problem naturally, it
can take account of actuator limitations, it allows the system
to operate closer to constraints than conventional control, and
finally control update rates are relatively low in these applica-
tions, so that there is plenty of time for the necessary online
computations [10]. One of the main factors which have led to
use the MPC approach is its ability to handle constraints explic-
itly; this means that the controller allows for input constraints,
like for example actuator saturation constraints, and it never
generates the input signal that attempt to violate them. Thus,
with predictive control, the wind-up problem does not arise
[10]. Furthermore, with the rapid development of computing,
an MPC becomes a more attractive feedback strategy in fast
dynamics systems [11]. Some attempts have been made for de-
signing various control systems in aerospace, automotive, and
network systems [12]–[14]. A Segway-like robot system mod-
eled by a linear time-invariant system with eight states and two
inputs subject to input constraints has been tested by using an
MPC with a sampling period of 4 ms and a low-cost embedded
controller with limited CPU time and memory [15]. Instead,
in [16], a constrained MPC has been introduced for the servo
design of fast mechatronic systems.
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Fig. 1. Driveline scheme.

Unlike [4] and [5], this paper aims at investigating the en-
gagement performance of an actuated dry clutch by taking into
account a more detailed frictional characteristic (see [17] and
[18]) and experimental maps of the n-D clutch transmission
characteristic [19]. The simulations consider a high-order dy-
namic system for modeling the passenger car driveline, with a
constrained predictive control algorithm, frictional and clutch
transmission maps, and gear shift maneuvers in several vehi-
cle launch conditions. The solution proposed in this paper is
based on the design of a multiple controller working in se-
quence according to the powertrain operating conditions. These
controllers are designed to comply with some constraints which
allow the comfort to be improved during the engagement pro-
cess and increase the safety of the system. This analysis could
result in important issues for overcoming the well-known poor
engagement performance exhibited by AMTs, like engine speed
spikes and noise, engine stall, and uncomfortable gearshifts.

II. DRIVELINE MODEL

This section describes a model for simulating the driveline
dynamic behavior, and Fig. 1 shows the driveline scheme, where
the subscripts e, f, c, g, and w indicate engine, flywheel, clutch
disc, (primary shaft of) gearbox, and wheels, respectively. A
dynamic model of the driveline can be obtained by applying the
torque equilibrium at the different nodes of the driveline scheme,
where T indicates the torques, J the inertias, and ϑ the angles.

The equations which model the driveline are

Jeω̇e = Te (ωe) − beωe − Tef (ϑef , ωef ) (1)

Jf ω̇f = Tef (ϑef , ωef ) − Tf c (xto) (2)

Jcω̇c = Tf c (xto) − Tcg (ϑcg , ωcg ) (3)

Jg (r) ω̇g = Tcg (ϑcg , ωcg ) − bgωg + · · ·

− 1
r

Tgw (ϑgw , ωgw ) (4)

Jw ω̇w = Tgw (ϑgw , ωgw ) − Tw (ωw ) (5)

and the angle dynamics are

ϑ̇e = ωe (6)

ϑ̇ef = ωef = ωe − ωf (7)

ϑ̇cg = ωcg = ωc − ωg (8)

ϑ̇gw = ωgw = ωg − ωw (9)

where Te is the engine torque (assumed to be a control input
of the model), Tf c(xto) is the torque transmitted by the clutch
(the second control input), xto is the throwout bearing position,
and Tw is the equivalent load torque at the wheels (a measured
disturbance). The gear ratio is r (which here includes also the
final conversion ratio), and Jc is an equivalent inertia, which
includes the masses of the clutch disc, friction pads, and the
cushion spring. Furthermore, the following equations also hold:

Jg (r) = Jg1 +
Jg2

r2 (10)

Tef (ϑef , ωef ) = kef ϑef + bef ωef (11)

Tcg (ϑcg , ωcg ) = kcgϑcg + bcgωcg (12)

Tgw (ϑgw , ωgw ) = kgw ϑgw + bgw ωgw (13)

Tw (ωw ) = Tw0 +
1
2
ρaAcdR

3
w ω2

w (14)

where k are torsional stiffness coefficients, b viscous dampings,
Tw0 a constant load torque, ρa the air density, A the front surface
vehicle area, cd the air resistance coefficient, and Rw the wheels
radius.

These equations represent the driveline system during the
slipping phase, whereas during the engaged phase, the flywheel
angular speed ωf and the clutch angular speed ωc are the same;
thus, (2) and (3) can be summed, which yields

(Jc + Jf ) ω̇c = Tef (ϑef , ωef ) − Tcg (ϑcg , ωcg ) (15)

In the continuous state-space representation, the driveline model
can be written as follows:

ẋ (t) = [Asld + Aeng (1 − d)]x (t) + . . .

+ [Bsld + Beng (1 − d)]u (t) (16)

y (t) = Cx (t)

where the state, input, and output vectors are, respectively,

x = {ωe ϑe ωf ϑf ωc ϑc ωg ϑg ωw ϑw}T

u = {Te Tf c Tw}T

y = {ωe ωc}T

and d is a switching variable equal to 1 when the system is in the
slipping phase and 0 otherwise. The subscript sl and eng indicate
the slipping and the engaged system matrices, respectively, and
the matrices can be simply deduced from (1)–(15).

III. CONSTRAINTS

Some constraints have been considered to design the MPC
in order to avoid the engine stall condition and to guarantee a
comfortable lockup.

A. Constraints on the “Plant” Input

Saturation constraints have been imposed both on the torques
and on their variation rates

Te ∈
[
Tmin

e , Tmax
e

]
(17)
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Tf c ∈
[
Tmin

f c , Tmax
f c

]
(18)

Ṫe ∈
[
Ṫmin

e , Ṫmax
e

]
(19)

where Tmin
e = 0 N · m is the minimum engine torque value

during the vehicle launch, Tmax
e = 250 N · m is the maximum

engine torque value, Tmin
f c = 0 N · m is the minimum torque

value transmitted by the clutch, Tmax
f c = 315 N · m is the max-

imum torque value that the clutch can transmit, Ṫmin
e = −500

Nm/s is the maximum decrease (≤ 0) in one step, and Ṫmax
e =

500 Nm/s is the maximum increase (≥ 0) in one step.

B. Constraints on the “Plant” Output

On the engine and clutch angular speeds, the following con-
straints hold:

ωe ∈
[
ωkill

e , ωmax
e

]
(20)

ωc ≥ ωmin
c (21)

where ωkill
e = 80 rad/s represents the so-called no-kill condi-

tion [6], ωmax
e = 600 rad/s is the maximum value of the engine

speed before attaining critical conditions, and ωmin
c = 0 rad/s

is the minimum value of the clutch speed during the vehicle
launch. It is worth noting that it is not necessary to impose a
maximum clutch angular speed, because it is equal to the engine
angular speed during the engaged phase and it can only decrease
for the passive resistance during the idle phase.

IV. MPC DESIGN

As explained previously, the driveline can have two different
working conditions: the slipping phase and the engaged phase.
That is why two different controllers for each phase have been
designed. The switching parameter d selects the controller by
considering the absolute value of the difference between the
engine and the clutch angular speed. Particularly, the switch-
ing condition is attained when ωsl = |ωe − ωc | ≤ 1 rad/s. It
is important to emphasize that in no way the two controllers
can work simultaneously and so any conflict between them is
avoided prior.

The mMPC has been designed with the discrete time version
of the driveline model (16) obtained by using the zero-order hold
method with a sampling time of 0.01 s. This value is compatible
for automotive applications. In fact, as reported in [20], the
computational cycle adopted for these applications is set as 5
to 10 ms. The effectiveness of the proposed control approach
has been proven even for longer sampling time, up to 50 ms.
Significant results of this analysis are briefly summarized in
Section V.

xk+1 =
[
Āsld + Āeng (1 − d)

]
xk + · · ·

+
[
B̄sld + B̄eng (1 − d)

]
uk (22)

yk = C̄xk

The MPC aims at finding the output yk by tracking the reference
trajectory rk and fulfilling the constraints seen previously for
any time step k ≥ 0.

Under the assumption that the estimate of xk is available at
time k, the cost function to be optimized is

Ji (Δu, ε) = ui
T W2

u,iui + Δui
T W2

Δu,iΔui + · · ·

+ [yi − ri ]
T W2

y ,i [yi − ri ] + ρεε (23)

where
ui =

[
ui (0) . . . ui (P − 1)

]T
is the input vector;

Δui =
[
Δui (0) . . . Δui (P − 1)

]T
is the input increment

vector;
yi =

[
yi (1) . . . yi (P )

]T
is the output vector;

ri =
[
ri (1) . . . ri (P )

]T
is the reference trajectory vector;

Wu,i , WΔu,i , and Wy ,i are, respectively, the input, input in-
crement, and output weights matrices (diagonals and squares);
finally, the subscript i = 1, 2 accounts for the two inputs and
two outputs of the “plant.” The constraints on u, Δu, and y
are softened by introducing the slack variable ε ≥ 0. In (23),
the weight ρε on the slack variable ε penalizes the violation
of the constraints. As ρε increases with respect to the input
and output weights, the controller gives a higher priority to the
minimization of constraint violations.

The optimization accounts for the constraints as follows:
⎧
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

umin,i (j) − εV u
min,i (j) ≤ ui (k + j |k ) ≤ · · ·

≤ umax,i (j) + εV u
max,i (j)

Δumin,i (j) − εV Δu
min,i (j) ≤ Δui (k + j |k ) ≤ · · ·

≤ Δumax,i (j) + εV Δu
max,i (j)

ymin,i (j) − εV y
min,i (j) ≤ yi (k + j + 1 |k ) ≤ · · ·

≤ ymax,i (j) + εV y
max,i (j)

Δui (k + h |k ) = 0

ε ≥ 0

(24)

where j = 0, ..., P − 1, h = m, ..., P − 1, P is the prediction
horizon, m is the control horizon, the vectors V u

min,i , V u
max,i ,

V Δu
min,i , V Δu

max,i , V y
min,i , and V y

max,i have nonnegative entries that
quantify the concern for relaxing the corresponding constraint;
the larger V , the softer the constraint. V = 0 means that the con-
straint is hard and cannot be violated. The following constraints
have been considered hard for the input and input increments:
V u

min,i = V u
max,i = V Δu

min,i = V Δu
max,i = 0, whereas the soft con-

straints for the outputs are V y
min,i = V y

max,i = 1.

A. Tuning

The parameters to be tuned are the prediction horizon P , the
control horizon m, the weights Wu , WΔu , and Wy , respectively,
the input, the input increments, the output weights matrices, and
the overall penalty weight ρε . The parameters have been tuned
by the trial and error procedure by using Simulink and the MPC
Toolbox. The driving criteria adopted to select these parameters
have been a tradeoff between fast engagement and comfortable
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TABLE I
MPC1 PARAMETERS, SLIPPING PHASE

MPC1 - SLIPPING PHASE

Value

Symbol Description 1 2

Wu Input weight 0.18 0.12
WΔ u Input rate weight 0.15 0.35
Wy Output weight 1.00 1.15
P Prediction horizon 10
m Control horizon 2
ρε Overall penalty weight 0.8

TABLE II
MPC2 PARAMETERS, ENGAGED PHASE

MPC2 - ENGAGED PHASE

Value

Symbol Description 1 2

Wu Input weight 0.00 0.00
WΔ u Input rate weight 1.00 0.00
Wy Output weight 1.00 1.00
P Prediction horizon 15
m Control horizon 5
ρε Overall penalty weight 0.8

lockup. In particular, this goal has been easily achieved by a
suitable choice of the weights Wu , WΔu , and Wy . Instead,
the prediction and the control horizon, together with the inputs
weights, have allowed to improve the steady-state solution. The
parameters used during the simulations are defined in the next
paragraphs.

A sensitive analysis has been carried out to evaluate the per-
formance of the controller by changing the weights both for
plant inputs (engine and clutch torque) and plant outputs (en-
gine and clutch angular velocity). The results have highlighted
the need of a resolution equal to one-hundredth even on the
outputs.

B. MPC1 Parameters—Slipping Phase

Table I shows the parameters used for the MPC during the
slipping phase.

C. MPC2 Parameters—Engaged Phase

Table II shows the parameters used for the MPC during the
engaged phase.

During the engaged phase, i.e., when the engine is synchro-
nized with the transmission, the clutch torque value (second
input) does not influence the plant. Indeed, in these conditions,
the plant model is represented by (15) which has been obtained
by adding (2) and (3). In particular, when the clutch is engaged,
the engine angular velocity (first plant output) and the clutch
angular velocity (second plant output) are the same and the sys-
tem has one degree of freedom less than the slipping phase. The
zero value has been used both for Wu (2) and WΔu (2) by taking

Fig. 2. Clutch system in the kiss point position.

Fig. 3. Closed-loop control scheme.

into account that the second plant input does not influence the
plant. Instead, for Wu (1), a small value has been used to avoid
the singularity problem on the Hessian matrix but a zero value
has been written in Table II. A lower value of the weight means
that the first plant input accounts for the weaker influence on
the behavior of the overall performance.

D. Closed-Loop Control Scheme

This section analyzes the AMT closed-loop control scheme.
The driveline model parameters are shown in the table in the
Appendix. The simulations have been carried out by using a
closed-loop system with two MPCs as described in the previous
paragraph for the slipping and engaged phases. The set point
inputs trajectories are the ωe,sp and the ωc,sp (see Fig. 3 for
details). The set point trajectories about the clutch angular speed
ωc,sp and the engine speed ωe,sp are compared with the output
of the driveline model. The parameters of the MPC are shown in
Tables I and II, respectively. The controller has been designed
by considering only the driveline dynamics described by (1)–
(15) or, in the discrete state-space representation, by (22). The
first output of the MPC, the engine torque Te , is fed directly
into the driveline model. Instead, the second output of the MPC,
the clutch torque Tf c , is inverted by using a lookup table which
represents the cushion spring load-deflection characteristic and
by considering a constant friction coefficient μ0 in order to
obtain the reference throwout bearing position xref

to . The latter
variable is modified by means of an actuator which is represented
by considering the discrete-time model of a unitary gain first-
order transfer function with a time constant equal to 0.1 s. The
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actuator dynamics have been modeled by the transfer function
is A (z) = 0.0952

z−0.905 but it has not been considered in the control
design. The output of A (z), i.e., the throwout bearing position,
has been used as the input of the clutch torque map to obtain the
clutch torque which is the second input of the plant. In Fig. 3,
the control scheme is reported. The clutch torque map is given
by (25) [21], [22]

Tf c(xto) = nμ(v, p)ReqFf c(δf (xpp(xto))) (25)

where the clutch-torque transmissibility model assumes the
torque Tf c to be proportional to the cushion spring load-
deflection characteristic Ff c(δf ) through the dynamic friction
coefficient μ(v, p), the number of friction surfaces n, and the ge-
ometrical parameter Req . Particularly, the cushion spring load-
deflection characteristic Ff c(δf ) depends on the push plate posi-
tion xpp and they both depend on the throwout bearing position
xto . The latter being the second control variable of the con-
sidered AMT system. Instead, the dynamic friction depends on
the sliding speed v = Reqωsl and the contact pressure p. Fig. 2
shows a detail of an engagement system in the kiss position
and explains the physical meanings of the variables introduced
previously. In the numerical algorithm, the cushion spring char-
acteristics are introduced through a lookup table [17], [19],
whereas the friction coefficient and the function of the contact
pressure and of the sliding speed, have been obtained as in [18]
and [23]. The closed-loop control scheme is shown in Fig. 3.

V. SIMULATION RESULTS

This section describes the results of the simulations to show
the difference between the constrained and the unconstrained
MPC during the vehicle launch. The clutch is considered to be
engaged when the value of the slip speed is less than 1 rads−1 .
Once the clutch is engaged, the throwout bearing position is
rapidly increased to its maximum value by the control algorithm.
The paragraphs below show the results for two different launch
maneuvers.

A. Maneuver 1

The following figures show the results of a typical launch
maneuver. Fig. 4 shows the plots of (a) the engine and (b) the
clutch, angular speeds, respectively. The dashed blue lines rep-
resent the set points ωe,sp and ωc,sp , the solid red lines represent
the output of the constrained model ωe,C and ωc,C , whereas the
green dash-dot lines represent the output of the unconstrained
model ωe,U and ωc,U . For the clutch speed, there are no dif-
ferences between the outputs of the two models. Instead, for
the engine speed, there are some little differences as shown in
Fig. 4(a).

Fig. 5 shows the MPC outputs TeMPC, Tf cMPC, the torque
load Tload , and the clutch torque output of the clutch model map
block Tf c .

This picture highlights that (a) both MPC outputs do not
violate their lower bounds. This violation instead occurs in (b)
the unconstrained model. The green solid line represents the
clutch torque output of the clutch torque map block. After that
the engaged condition is attained, the throwout bearing position

Fig. 4. (a) Engine and (b) Clutch angular speed.

Fig. 5. Torques: (a) Constrained and (b) Unconstrained.

reaches its maximum value, as shown in Fig. 6, corresponding to
the maximum torque transmittable by the clutch by considering
the frictional map and the cushion spring characteristics.

Moreover, it is worth noting that the unconstrained MPC im-
poses negatives values to the throwout bearing position resulting
in a dangerous and unwanted condition, i.e., excessive stress on
the actuator that may be damaged. Saturation on the actuator
output is necessary to avoid this drawback. On the other hand,
the constrained controllers never reach negative values making
this saturator unnecessary.
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Fig. 6. Throwout bearing position: (a) Constrained and (b) Unconstrained.

Fig. 7. Engine and clutch speed: (a) Set points (b) Driveline outputs.

Fig. 7 describes the (a) engine and clutch angular speed set
points and (b) the outputs of the driveline both for the uncon-
strained and the constrained model. It shows that the engagement
time is 2.8 s for the set points and 1.7 s for the driveline outputs:
this results in the reduction of wear of frictional facings, less en-
ergy, and fuel consumptions. Moreover, it is possible to note that
the startup manoeuvre with the unconstrained model produces

Fig. 8. Input/output trajectories.

an engine speed spike, with consequent noise and undesired
jerks.

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the input/output trajectories both for
the constrained model and for the unconstrained model. In this
picture, it is apparent how the constrained MPC keeps both the
input and the output within the limits, represented by the black
parallelepipeds.

B. Maneuver 2

This section presents the results of a fast launch maneuver.
Fig. 9 shows (a) the engine and (b) the clutch angular speeds,
respectively. Also, in this case, there are no differences for the
clutch speed between the two models. However, there is a re-
markable difference between the engine speed of the constrained
and unconstrained model (see Fig. 9(a)). This is due to the
fast torque demanded for this maneuver as highlighted also in
Fig. 10. Actually, in this figure, by comparing the image (a) with
the image (b), it is possible to note how the constraints, both
on the engine torque and on its rate, play an important role to
prevent the violation of the limits (red solid lines). In the same
figure, it is possible to note that the clutch torque in both cases
is nearly the same (blue-dashed lines).

In this case, the unconstrained MPC imposes high negatives
values to the throwout bearing, which compromises the system
security. Fig. 11(a) shows that the constrained controllers, also
for a fast torque demand, never reach negatives values of xto .
Also in this case the startup manoeuvre with the unconstrained
model produces an engine speed spike, with consequent noise
and undesired jerks, Fig. 12(b).
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Fig. 9. (a) Engine and (b) Clutch angular speed.

Fig. 10. Torques: (a) Constrained and (b) Unconstrained.

Fig. 11. Throwout bearing position: (a) Constrained and (b) Unconstrained.

Fig. 12. Engine and clutch speed: (a) Set points and (b) Driveline outputs.

Finally, Fig. 13 highlights the good performance of the con-
strained MPC preventing the limits to be exceeded.

C. Optimized MPCs for a Reduced Order Model
of the Driveline

This section shows the simulations results of the constrained
MPCs tuned for a reduced-order driveline [4], [5], but used to
control the high-order driveline described in this paper, which
better represents the real system. As explained in [4] and [5],
the reduced-order model of the driveline can be controlled by
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Fig. 13. Input/Output trajectories.

Fig. 14. Maneuver 1: (a) Engine and (b) Clutch angular speed.

using only one MPC. However, the simulations carried out show
that it is impossible to control a real system by using only one
controller.

The reduced-order model can be obtained from the high-
order one represented in Fig. 1 by assuming the rigidity of
the crankshaft ωe = ωf , of the mainshaft ωc = ωg and of the
driveshaft ωg = rωw . The reduced-order model requires a less
number of states to estimate. Consequently, the computational

Fig. 15. Maneuver 1: Engine and clutch speed: (a) Set points and (b) Driveline
outputs.

Fig. 16. Maneuver 2: (a) Engine and (b) Clutch angular speed.

effort is reduced by permitting to implement the MPC in real-
time applications.

Actually, Figs. 14–17 illustrate that, after that the engagement
condition is reached, the controller cannot manage the lockup
phase at the same time. Thus, a second controller is necessary
to overcome this problem.
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Fig. 17. Maneuver 2: Engine and clutch speed: (a) Set points and (b) Driveline
outputs.

TABLE III
MPC1 PARAMETERS, SLIPPING PHASE

MPC1 - 2DOF PARAMETERS, SLIPPING PHASE

Value

Symbol Description 1 2

Wu Input weight 0.10 0.10
WΔ u Input rate weight 0.10 0.10
Wy Output weight 1.00 1.00
P Prediction horizon 10
m Control horizon 2
ρε Overall penalty weight 0.8

As shown below, by introducing an optimized second con-
troller also on the reduced order model, it is possible to control
a high-order model. Table III shows the parameters used for the
MPC optimized for a reduced-order model during the slipping
phase.

Table IV shows the parameters used for the MPC optimized
for a reduced-order model during the engaged phase. As pre-
viously explained, the zero value has been used for Wu (2) and
WΔu (2) because the second input does not influence the plant
during the engaged phase. Instead, for Wu (1), a small value
has been used to avoid the singularity problem on the Hessian
matrix but a zero value has been written in the table.

D. Maneuver 1

Fig. 18 shows the comparison between (a) the engine angular
speed, set point trajectory and output, and (b) the clutch angular
speed set point trajectory and output.

TABLE IV
MPC2 PARAMETERS, ENGAGED PHASE

MPC2 - 2DOF PARAMETERS, ENGAGED PHASE

Value

Symbol Description 1 2

Wu Input weight 0.00 0.00
WΔ u Input rate weight 1.00 0.00
Wy Output weight 1.00 1.00
P Prediction horizon 15
m Control horizon 5
ρε Overall penalty weight 0.8

Fig. 18. (a) Engine and (b) Clutch angular speed.

It is noteworthy that the startup maneuver with the constrained
controllers optimized for a reduced order model produces a
slight increase of the jerks (see Figs. 18 and 19).

Finally, Fig. 20 shows the torque values as a function of the
time.

E. Maneuver 2

Fig. 21 shows the comparison between (a) the engine angular
speed, set point, and output, and (b) the clutch angular speed set
point and output. Also, in this case, it is possible to note that the
startup maneuver with the constrained controllers optimized for
a reduced-order model produces a slight increase of the jerks
(see Figs. 21 and 22).

Finally, Fig. 23 shows the torque values as a function of the
time. This graph, together with Fig. 20, shows that controllers
yield sudden changes of the engine torque during the launch
maneuver, which result in increase of the jerks.
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Fig. 19. Engine and clutch speed: (a) Set points and (b) Driveline outputs.

Fig. 20. Torques versus time.

As stated before, simulations of the clutch engagement ma-
neuvers have been carried out by using different values of the
sampling time in the mMPC algorithm in the range 2–50 ms. In
the specified range, the overall tracking of the set point variables
is quite insensible to the sampling time, while the prediction
horizon should be at least equal to ten steps to preserve the
performance shown in the Figs. 18 and 19 (Maneuver 1) and
Figs. 21 and 22 (Maneuver 2).

Fig. 21. (a) Engine and (b) Clutch angular speed.

Fig. 22. Engine and clutch speed: (a) Set points and (b) Driveline outputs.

A controller-order reduction leads up to a decrease of its
computational effort. In fact, a reduced-order plant requires the
estimation of fewer states than a high-order plant. From this
standpoint, the assessment of the performance of the reduced-
order controllers can be useful for evaluating the opportunity
to implement the MPC in real-time applications. For this pur-
pose, a first estimation of the additional computational effort at
each run-cycle for the TCU due to the proposed mMPC strategy
with respect to conventional PI controller has been performed.
The procedure compares the equivalent C code generated by
the two control approaches. The C code has been obtained by
using the Simulink Coder Toolbox with the scope to maximize
the following objectives: RAM efficiency, ROM efficiency, and
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Fig. 23. Torques versus time.

the Execution efficiency. This analysis could provide useful el-
ements about the controller burden. The estimation provides a
calculation of the ratio between the number of the code lines
required by the mMPC strategy and the conventional PI ap-
proximately equal to 70 : 1. This ratio is mainly affected by
the generation of the C code from a general purpose mMPC
structure. The computational burden could be successful re-
duced by customizing the MPC code for the specific application.
Finally, the proposed strategy has also been successfully tested
in the processor-in-the-loop environment with the mMPC im-
plemented in the embedded platform. However, the optimization
of the control algorithm through tailored code could be required
to overcome the main limits of this procedure; i.e., the lim-
ited calculation power and the available memory size of such
devices.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

A multiple MPC for dry clutch engagement problem during
vehicle launch has been proposed. Two controllers, the first for
the slipping phase and the second for the engaged phase, have
been designed to get a good tradeoff between a fast engagement
and a comfortable maneuver by complying with the imposed
limits both on the input and the output variables.

Simulation results have shown that a good choice of the MPC
parameters and the adoption of constrained controllers allow
better performance in terms of safety of the system and com-
fortable engagement process.

A comparison with a similar work in the literature is also
presented, showing the necessity of 2 MP controllers.

Recent progress in the development of the automotive con-
trol hardware could allow the proposed method to be imple-
mented in a real-time system. Indeed, considering that the state-
space representation of the driveline is linear and defined for a
given system, its update step-by-step is not required. Moreover,

the nonlinear characteristics included in the Simulink schemes
through lookup tables have been exported in the C code through
a set of fewer data to reduce the computational effort. In this
way, simpler linear interpolations are expected to allow lower
processor loading. Future steps of this research could aim at the

APPENDIX

THE DRIVELINE PARAMETER VALUES ARE LISTED BELOW [1], [6].

Symbol Description Value

Δ μd − μs -
ρa Air density 1.2 kg · m−3

ω̇ c Clutch angular acceleration rad · s−2

ωc Clutch angular speed rad · s−1

ω̇ c , S P Set point clutch angular speed rad · s−1

ω̇ e Engine angular acceleration rad · s−2

ωe , ϑ̇ e Engine angular speed rad · s−1

ω̇ e , S P Set point engine angular speed rad · s−1

ω̇f Flywheel angular acceleration rad · s−2

ωe f , ϑ̇ e f Crankshaft angular speed rad · s−1

ϑe f Crankshaft angle rad
ω̇ g Main-shaft angular acceleration rad · s−2

ωg , ωc g , ϑ̇ c g Main-shaft angular speed rad · s−1

ϑc g Main-shaft angle rad
ω̇w Wheel angular acceleration rad · s−2

ωg w , ϑ̇g w Driveshaft angular speed rad · s−1

ϑg w Driveshaft angle rad
δf Cushion spring compression mm
μs , μd Static (dynamic) friction coefficient −
A Front surface vehicle area 2.12 m2

cd Air resistance coefficient 0.367
Ff c Reaction of the cushion spring N

Jc Equivalent clutch disc inertia 0.0159 kg · m2

Je Equivalent engine inertia 0.159 kg · m2

Jf Equivalent flywheel inertia 0.0159 kg · m2

Jg Jg 1 + Jg 2 /r 2 kg · m2

Jg 1 Equivalent gearbox primary shaft 0.039 kg · m2

Jg 2 Equivalent gearbox secondary shaft 0.039 kg · m2

Jv Equivalent vehicle inertia at main-shaft 0.942 kg · m2

Jw Equivalent wheel inertia 133 kg · m2

n Number of friction surfaces on the clutch disc 2
R e q Equivalent radius of the contact surface 0.089 m
Rw Wheel radius 0.32 m
t Time s
Tc g Main-shaft torque N · m
T r e f

e , Te Engine torque N · m
Te f Engine-flywheel torque N · m
Tf c Torque transmitted by clutch N · m
T r e f

f c Reference torque transmitted by clutch N · m
Tg w Driveshaft torque N · m
Tw Equivalent torque load at wheel N · m
Tw 0 Load torque N · m
v Sliding speed ms−1

be Engine friction coefficient 0.03 N · m · s · rad−1

bg Main-shaft friction coefficient 0.012 N · m · s · rad−1

be f Crankshaft viscous damping 100 N · m · s · rad−1

bc g Main-shaft viscous damping 4 N · m · s · rad−1

ke f Crankshaft torsional stiffness coefficient 32 · 103 N · m · s · rad−1

kc g Main-shaft torsional stiffness coefficient 3.2 · 103 N · m · s · rad−1

kg w Driveshaft torsional stiffness coefficient 16 · 103 N · m · s · rad−1

r Gear ratio (included the final conversion ratio) −
xp p Pressure plate position mm
xt o Throwout bearing position mm
xr e f

t o Reference throwout bearing position mm
xc n t

t o Throwout bearing position at kiss point mm
xc l s

t o Throwout bearing position at clutch closed mm
xm a x

t o Throwout bearing maximum position mm
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development of custom code of the mMPC for clutch control
applications in the real-time environment.
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